MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

World Cultures Requirement

COURSES OFFERED FOR THE SPRING 2015 SEMESTER

ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT
ANTH100 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH115 CULTURES OF MIDDLE EAST
ANTH120 NATIVE NORTH AMERICANS
ANTH130 CULTURES OF SOUTH ASIA
ANTH140 NONWEST CONTRIBUTIONS WEST WORLD
ANTH150 CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA
ANTH155 URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH380 ANTHRO: GENDER & SEXUALITY

ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
ARHT101 ART IN NON-WESTERN SOCIETIES
ARTX122 CULTURE AND APPEARANCE

CLASSICS AND GENERAL HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT
GNHU217 READING ASIAN CULTURES

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
EAES272 LAND/LIFE LATIN AMERICA

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS DEPARTMENT
EDFD264 GENDER ISSUES IN EDUCATION

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
ENGL237 BLACK WOMEN WRITERS: US
ENGL294 WOMEN POETS

FAMILY AND CHILD STUDIES DEPARTMENT
FCST418 WORKING WITH DIVERSE FAMILIES

HEALTH AND NUTRITION SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
NUFD153 DYNAMICS OF FOOD & SOCIETY

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
HIST114 EARLY LATIN AMERICA
HIST131 INTRO TO INDIAN CIVILIZATION
HIST132 INTRO TO CHINESE CIVILIZATION

JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MUGN109 INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ
MUGN120 RAP & ROCK AS CULTURAL PHENOMENA

LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINO STUDIES DEPARTMENT
LALS201 PERSPECTIVES ON LATIN AMERICA
LALS205 IMAGE/IDENT: LATIN WOMEN: FILM/FIC

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES DEPARTMENT
ARAB193 INTRODUCTION TO ARAB CULTURE
ARIN193 INTRODUCTION TO ARAB CULTURE

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION DEPARTMENT
RELG240 ASIAN RELIGIONS
RELG250 AFRICAN RELIGIONS
RELG267 WOMEN AND RELIGION

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND LAW DEPARTMENT
LAWS220 CONFLICT & ITS RESOLUTION
POLS204 GOVT/POLITICS OF AFRICA
POLS341 GOVT/POLITICS-LATIN AMERICA
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
PSYC231 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGGRESSION
PSYC245 HISPANIC/LATINO PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC265 PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN

SOCIOMETRY DEPARTMENT
SOCI430 SOCIOLOGY OF GENDER

SPANISH AND ITALIAN DEPARTMENT
SPAN376 CULT STUDIES: LATIN AM & CARIBBN

THEATRE AND DANCE DEPARTMENT
DNCE245 WORLD DANCE

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES DEPARTMENT
WMGS102 INTRO TO WOMENS & GENDER STUDIES